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The following changes to the manuscript have been made:

1. Funding:

This study was supported by the Danish Parliament (Satspuljen 2012; Nye Veje) grant number §17.21.02.60. Evidence of the funding has been sent to editorial@biomedcentral.com.

The following section describing ethical approval and clinical registration has been incorporated to the manuscript and send to editorial@biomedcentral.com:

*Ethics:

*The study was approved by The Danish National Committee on Biomedical Research Ethics (The local ethical committee of Frederiksberg and Copenhagen; H-3-2010-062) as part of the research program “Implementation of physical exercise at the workplace (IRMA)”. The trial “Implementation of Physical Exercise at the Workplace (IRMA06) - Slaughterhouse Workers “ was registered in ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01671267) prior to enrolment of participants.*

2. Competing interests

A declaration concerning competing interests has been added as an additional file to the manuscript.

The declaration states the following: “*The authors of the article declare that they have no conflict of interest what so ever. Further, the research has not received any funding or grant from any commercial source*”.

3. Acknowledgement

The following Acknowledgements has been made and embedded in the manuscript:

*The authors thank Jørgen Skotte and Klaus Hansen from the National Research Centre for the Working Environment for valuable technical assistance and support. This study was supported by the Danish Parliament (Satspuljen 2012; Nye Veje) grant number §17.21.02.60. There were no funding of this study by any commercial sources.*
4. **Please clarify if consent was obtained for the images in figure 2**
Consent was obtained for the images in figure 2. The person on the images is one of the authors of the article and he gave consent to be depicted in the manuscript.

5. **Please clarify whether data analysis for this study is complete and whether you have any other manuscripts in preparation based on this study.**
The data analysis of this study has not been done. The study is currently in the data collection phase. There are no other manuscripts in preparation on this study.